Hey Mur, good to see ya! I agree, the drones were not done as a prank.
Though I suspect He Who Laughs did not come by his name accidentally. 😊

Sometimes it seems painfully obvious that the "it's all just too awesome to be fake" mantra is the last ditch, desperate attempt to shift the focus away from some of the groups we have been discussing. The main reason I suspect they are players in the hoax is that I just can't believe they are all that stupid.

It has been shown time and again that the photos did not take any great use of resources to produce. We know the photos are CGI. To question that at this point is ludicrous. The Isaac stuff is mediocre fiction, with more fake photos. The awesomeness argument is just more bs.

It seems inevitable that the exopolitics nuts are being fed baloney by disinfo types. Even without such help, they are and will continue to be counterproductive to any real revelation. Infiltration of ufo groups and other paranormal organizations has been devastating, for decades. Keeping ufology marginalized has kept the real scientists away. That leaves the research to amateurs and phony. There has been some astonishingly good work done by amateurs, but it remains marginalized and unexamined by the people who could do something with it. The bunkum campaigns also go without any sort of peer review, which leaves the curious bystander woefully unprepared to think effectively about what they might see or read about.

Another problem is that paranormal researchers of various stripe tend to skew the data to fit their own beliefs. This sort of self-censorship is a normal human behavior, and is part of what peer review is designed to counteract. You don't get away with ignoring significant data when you have colleagues and competitors examining your research. Some of this happens in ufology and other paranormal arenas, of course, but not nearly enough to be effective. We have important ufo data being ignored by people who could use it because it was made public by bigfoot researchers, or contactees of a spiritual bent, for example. This arrangement is not likely to change, and I don't expect any disclosure in my lifetime. Secrecy suits the ETs just fine, or it would have ended before I was born.

"Few things are as obnoxious as a fundamentalist on a mission. Nothing is as humorless."

--Twain or Voltaire or someone like that. Maybe it was Gore Vidal.

Re: #8 The Drone Enigma A Global Search For The Tr

on Jun 6th, 2009, 10:07pm, Sys_Config wrote:

Dont try to discredit me with that. I stand by the colorations characters whic were placed in there and as a point that the LAP was a human artifact, man made not Alien contrived and possible via its puzzles game or relious group related..

According to your logic here, then the lap was created in black and white then scaned in color so that color aberations would appear that were put there on purpose?? 😳 You sure about that?? 😊

Quote:

Recall that it took massive arguing when you literally swore on a stack of bibles the thumper was Not levs.
no massive group arguing, only a groan from numbers, a lot of disbelief at me from a few others and I asked Lev.. Ok... everyone is entitled to a little mistake now and then.. at least I wasn't seeing the DOPEFISH coming out of everywhere 😊

**Quote:**

and that the craft were real..because they had **Character**.

Well they **do** have character.. 😃

---

**Double Nought Spy**  
Member is **offline**

---

**Re: #8 The Drone Enigma A Global Search For The Truth**

« Reply #1102 on: Jun 6th, 2009, 10:25pm »

The DRT has **characters**, I'll give you that. Characters, barrels of bs, and little else. Nobody is buying, but I am sure you have noticed.

---

”Few things are as obnoxious as a fundamentalist on a mission. Nothing is as humorless.”

--Twain or Voltaire or someone like that. Maybe it was Gore Vidal.

---

**murnut**  
Senior Member  
Member is **offline**

---

**Re: #8 The Drone Enigma A Global Search For The Truth**

« Reply #1103 on: Jun 6th, 2009, 10:26pm »

**on Jun 6**th, 2009, **10:15pm**, **Chicken Pot Pie wrote**:

Hey The main reason I suspect they are players in the hoax is that I just can't believe they are all that stupid.

People can easily become infected.

I've seen it happen

The hoax has purpose.

That fact that it hasn't been discovered...bothers me

You want a revolution?
You've got to make a difference on your own
You want a revolution?
Stand up, stand out and make it known

By the way Pie...love the new avatar.

---

You want a revolution?
You've got to make a difference on your own
You want a revolution?
Stand up, stand out and make it known

---

Hello Mur, good to see ya! I agree, the drones were not done as a prank. Though I suspect He Who Laughs did not come by his name accidentally.

Sometimes it seems painfully obvious that the "it's all just too awesome to be fake" mantra is the last ditch, desperate attempt to shift the focus away from some of the groups we have been discussing. The main reason I suspect they are players in the hoax is that I just can't believe they are all that stupid.

It has been shown time and again that the photos did not take any great use of resources to produce. We know the photos are CGI. To question that at this point is ludicrous. The Isaac stuff is mediocre fiction, with more fake photos. The awesomeness argument is just more bs.

It seems inevitable that the exopolitics nuts are being fed baloney by disinfo types. Even without such help, they are and will continue to be counterproductive to any real revelation. Infiltration of ufo groups and other paranormal organizations has been devastating, for decades. Keeping ufology marginalized has kept the real scientists away. That leaves the research to amateurs and phonies. There has been some astonishingly good work done by amateurs, but it remains marginalized and unexamined by the people who could do something with it. The bunkum campaigns also go without any sort of peer review, which leaves the curious bystander woefully unprepared to think effectively about what they might see or read about.

Another problem is that paranormal researchers of various stripe tend to skew the data to fit their own beliefs. This sort of self-censorship is a normal human behavior, and is part of what peer review is designed to counteract. You don't get away with ignoring significant data when you have colleagues and competitors examining your research. Some of this happens in ufology and other paranormal arenas, of course, but not nearly enough to be effective. We have important ufo data being ignored by people who could use it because it was made public by bigfoot researchers, or contactees of a spiritual bent, for example. This arrangement is not likely to change, and I don't expect any disclosure in my lifetime. Secrecy suits the ETs just fine, or it would have ended before I was born.

Well said double , very well said..Mur went thru some "hell" himself when he questioned one of the exopolitic groups..Lasalle, on the testimony of former
popular ATController that seemed to embellish his story. In fact got a suspension over it. In fact Mur has received hell for questioning DRT members and pushers of the drone reality... and then The old PR guy who left the military immediately after Roswell..and went on to build the International Roswell museum, also embellished his story several times..especially I believe as before he died, a multimillion dollar project is in works. Good incentive to embellish and a lot more.

That embellishment certainly doesn't help the cases for UFO..but inevitable it seems when Money, speaking engagement fees etc, come into play. It does help the Disinfo people tremendously though., less work for them, and more opportunities to debunk the story at their leisure.

« Last Edit: Jun 6th, 2009, 10:32pm by Quincy » Logged

Re: #8 The Drone Enigma A Global Search For The Tr
« Reply #1106 on: Jun 6th, 2009, 10:31pm »

on Jun 6th, 2009, 10:25pm, Chicken Pot Pie wrote:
The DRT has characters, I'll give you that. Characters, barrels of bs, and little else. Nobody is buying, but I am sure you have noticed.

Most obvious throughout this saga has probably been some consistent clues about ppl... like when did I last post on DRT and they are not responsible and vice versa for what I say. 😊

Logged

Felix the Damn Cat
Doppelganger of the Leviathan Group of feline velociraptors
http://www.youtube.com/user/felixdadamncat?feature=mhee

Re: #8 The Drone Enigma A Global Search For The Tr
« Reply #1107 on: Jun 6th, 2009, 10:44pm »

on Jun 6th, 2009, 10:31pm, tomi01uk wrote:
Most obvious throughout this saga has probably been some consistent clues about ppl... like when did I last post on DRT and they are not responsible and vice versa for what I say. 😊

who will ever know, most of the pertinent discussions were done on skype, and underground not in public as we do here.
We were investigating a long time before anyone, Mur can confirm that..so can Sid, ie the members of the ARC, and others separately. But ours, whether we checked the real possibilities, or hit upon an erroneous one, always always were transparent and in the open.
And We were right in our conclusions, and right for doing it that way. and continue to do so...
So dont turn this into a personality match..Its the only transparent thing you are doing.
If you can't contribute to the topic....we ask nicely **get out.** or Just Watch

« Last Edit: Jun 6th, 2009, 10:51pm by Quincy » Logged

murnut

Re: #8 The Drone Enigma A Global Search For The Tr
Speaking of infected

http://lucianarchy.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=unitednations&action=display&thread=4806&page=117#186003

You want a revolution?
You've got to make a difference on your own
You want a revolution?
Stand up, stand out and make it known

Re: #8 The Drone Enigma A Global Search For The Truth

Sometimes you follow a paper trail to catch the perps, and other times the most coherent line is the bs trail. The perps were careful to cover their tracks, but the bs is so overwhelming in mass and stench that it makes it easy, if not pleasant.

"Few things are as obnoxious as a fundamentalist on a mission. Nothing is as humorless."

--Twain or Voltaire or someone like that. Maybe it was Gore Vidal.

Re: #8 The Drone Enigma A Global Search For The Truth

on Jun 6th, 2009, 10:46pm, murnut wrote:

Speaking of infected

http://lucianarchy.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=unitednations&action=display&thread=4806&page=117#186003

Wha'd he say? I got the "don't make assumptions" part, but that's only, like, three words.

"Few things are as obnoxious as a fundamentalist on a mission. Nothing is as humorless."

--Twain or Voltaire or someone like that. Maybe it was Gore Vidal.
Re: #8 The Drone Enigma A Global Search For The Tr

on Jun 6th, 2009, 10:53pm, Chicken Pot Pie wrote:
Wha'd he say? I got the "don't make assumptions" part, but that's only, like, three words.

Actually a she.....

And I have no freakin clue.....

I want to respond to that post, but I would clearly be banned

You want a revolution?
You've got to make a difference on your own
You want a revolution?
Stand up, stand out and make it known

Re: #8 The Drone Enigma A Global Search For The Tr

on Jun 6th, 2009, 11:08pm, Quincy wrote:

Great posts! Mur at OMF, thanx for that you were fantastic..Thank goodness you are immune to the stuff..! and Double, thats a method for tracking animals and..others..follow the dung heaps and piles , you can tell what size the beast was , health and everything..hahahaha.

AT OM cyrellis said on same link as Murs..

It is within the Mediator’s legitimate power to direct the conversation where improvements in or reiteration of information, or even the use of mnemonic devices may assist the participants to more appropriately and accurately recall or understand information in the way it was intended. The assigning of symbolic labels or connotative meaning to information given will elicit a personal emotional response on the part of the information giver(s). The mediator can work through the detriments of assumptive responses or returns on given information by developing a cooperative strategy with willing participants that is complimentary to the communication purposes early on, fully understanding that this occurrence is not atypical in exopolitical mediation.

Err okay..Linda does it all the time..called steering..but I recall Aldus Huxley said in Animal farm..to take a page when Napoleon the pig got rid of the Competition..put up a sign on equality..

All Animals are created equal
but..
Some animals are more equal than others..

DRT was selectively to ignore the obvious and continue the conversation to other possibilities, however fanciful ie mnemonic reinforcement of the drones meme and ET reality via brute force ..and made one big dung heap..they have created a new ideological vocabulary to accompany pseudo science

hahaha 😃 😍
odd..cyrellis doesn't post on EGRD anymore..sad, I hope its not because I'm there..Atto did a great post on putting things out in the open just like they want in exoplolitics..and Cyrellis complemented..but doesnt come over..I'm hurt..hurt..I tell you.

But Atto, did tell me in confidence that some people he knew were being accused of cattle mutilations. Had to distance himself from that, as it was not to his liking those things. I don't blame him.

"Few things are as obnoxious as a fundamentalist on a mission. Nothing is as humorless."

--Twain or Voltaire or someone like that. Maybe it was Gore Vidal.

Streering....that was the word I was looking for.

Exopolitical Mediation or Brain washing?

How can there be Mediation when the mediators are biased?